Using time-resolved small-angle neutron scattering, we have studied the kinetics of the recently observed bilayered-micelle ͑or so-called ''bicelle''͒ to perforated-lamellar transition in phospholipid mixtures. The data suggest that phase-ordering occurs via the early-time coalescence of bicelles into stacks of lamellae that then swell. Our measurements on this biomimetic system highlight the ubiquitous role of transient metastable states in the phase ordering of complex fluids. DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.67.060902 PACS number͑s͒: 87.16.Dg, 87.14.Cc, 64.70.Md, 61.12.Ϫq Lipids are amphiphilic molecules and are one of the principal components of biological membranes forming a selectively permeable barrier between the cell's inner and outer environments. For the most part, lipids are composed of two hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains and a hydrophilic headgroup which can either be charged, as in the case of phosphatidylglycerols, or possess no net charge, as exemplified by the commonly studied phosphatidylcholines. Depending on the nature of their headgroup and fatty acid chains, when dispersed in water, lipid molecules self-assemble into a variety of ordered and disordered phases ͓1-4͔. These mesostructures, many of which are also observed in liquid crystalline ͓5͔ and block copolymer melts ͓6͔, have spatial symmetry that is intermediate to the short-range positional order of a fluid and the long-range positional and rotational order of a crystalline solid. Although a great deal of work has been done to quantify the rich phase behavior and morphology of such surfactant systems, phase transition kinetics following a quench have, for the most part, received limited attention ͓7-9͔. Such nonequilibrium studies are of fundamental importance, as they illuminate the kinetic pathways that complex fluids use to relax to inherently more stable structures ͓7-10͔.
Lipids are amphiphilic molecules and are one of the principal components of biological membranes forming a selectively permeable barrier between the cell's inner and outer environments. For the most part, lipids are composed of two hydrophobic hydrocarbon chains and a hydrophilic headgroup which can either be charged, as in the case of phosphatidylglycerols, or possess no net charge, as exemplified by the commonly studied phosphatidylcholines. Depending on the nature of their headgroup and fatty acid chains, when dispersed in water, lipid molecules self-assemble into a variety of ordered and disordered phases ͓1-4͔. These mesostructures, many of which are also observed in liquid crystalline ͓5͔ and block copolymer melts ͓6͔, have spatial symmetry that is intermediate to the short-range positional order of a fluid and the long-range positional and rotational order of a crystalline solid. Although a great deal of work has been done to quantify the rich phase behavior and morphology of such surfactant systems, phase transition kinetics following a quench have, for the most part, received limited attention ͓7-9͔. Such nonequilibrium studies are of fundamental importance, as they illuminate the kinetic pathways that complex fluids use to relax to inherently more stable structures ͓7-10͔.
In recent years, bilayered micelles ͑Fig. 1͒, or so-called ''bicelles'' composed of short-tail and long-tail phospholipids, have received considerable attention as potentially important magnetically alignable substrates for solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance and neutron scattering studies of membrane-associated peptides and proteins ͓11-15͔. Despite this widespread interest, there has been much debate regarding the nature of the structural phases formed by such mixtures. Recently, small-angle neutron scattering ͑SANS͒ studies carried out by Nieh et al. ͓14 ,15͔ on mixtures of longchain ͓e.g., the zwitterionic lipid dimyristoyl phosphatidylcholine ͑DMPC͒ and the negatively charged lipid dimyristoyl phophatidylglycerol ͑DMPG͔͒ and shortchain ͓e.g., dihexanoyl phosphatidylcholine ͑DHPC͔͒ phospholipids, demonstrated that in addition to vesicles, the lipid mixture formed bilayered micelles and ordered stacks of perforated lamellae. The phase diagram and the corresponding microstructures are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 . At high lipid concentration (c l Ͼ0.025 g/ml), the bicellar phase forms at lower temperatures (TϽ23°C) with DHPC presumably decorating the rim of the micelle, whereas for the perforated lamellar phase at high temperatures, DHPC molecules line the holes perforating the lamellae ͓14͔. This observation was is in contrast to the general view that smectically ordered bilayered micelles populate the high-T phase ͓12,16͔. The gray regions in Fig. 1 depict areas of two-phase coexistence.
The nature of the newly found bilayered micelle-tolamellar transition ͓14,15͔ is intricate. Initiated by hydrocarbon-chain melting and increased lipid mobility within the bilayers, it is otherwise analogous to the isotropicto-smectic transition in liquid crystals and the order-disorder transition in block copolymers. It can be characterized as a global first-order transition that is kinetically limited by a local first-order transition at the molecular scale. In this study, we investigate the phase-ordering kinetics of the bilayered micelle-to-lamellar transition using time-resolved SANS. Smectic ordering is observed to occur via a two-step process, and we extract both a ''local'' time scale characterizing the coalescence of bicelles into stacks of lamellae and a ''global'' time scale characterizing the subsequent swelling of those stacks. The measurements highlight the important *Corresponding author. Email address: wangh@mtu.edu DMPC ͑zwitterionic, two 14:0 hydrocarbon chains͒, DHPC ͑zwitterionic, two 6:0 hydrocarbon chains͒, and DMPG ͑negatively charged, two 14:0 hydrocarbon chains͒ were purchased from Avanti Polar Lipids ͑Alabaster, AL͒ and used without further purification ͓17͔. The negatively charged lipid, DMPG, was used to stabilize the lamellar phase and prevent phase separation of the short-chain DHPC lipid from DMPC. Samples of DMPC:DHPC:DMPG in a molar ratio of 5:1:0.25 were mixed in 80% D 2 O by weight. The mixtures were temperature cycled and agitated until homogeneous. The samples were then transferred to a copper sample cell with a path length of 1.5 mm and sealed.
Time-resolved SANS measurements were performed using the 8m SANS instrument at the NIST Center for Neutron Research. Incident neutrons of wavelength ϭ10 Å(⌬/ ϭ0.15) yielded a range of scattering wave vector, 0.008 Å Ϫ1 ϽqϽ0.08 Å Ϫ1 . The resolution of the SANS measurement is, for the most part, dictated by the neutron wavelength dispersion and is adequate to reveal the supramolecular organization of lipids in the system studied. In quenching the mixtures, samples were rapidly transferred from ice water (0°C) to a sample stage preequilibrated between T ϭ22.0 and 45.0(Ϯ0.2)°C. For the deepest quenches, the sample reached thermal equilibrium in under 40 s, which was independently measured. The two-dimensional ͑2D͒ intensity patterns were recorded for a 15 s period at intervals of 55 s and are consistent with a multidomain or ''powder'' morphology.
Typical time-resolved spectra, corresponding to the nonequilibrium structure factor of the ordering fluid, are shown in Fig. 2 for a quench at 30.0°C. Time t is chosen as the mean of the measurement interval. The peak position q m initially increases up to tϭ98 s and from then on continually decreases, indicative of structural changes. The initial low-T phase is made up of disordered bicelles ͓14͔, while the formation of the high-T perforated lamellar phase is due to bicelles coalescing as a result of increased hydrocarbon chain disorder and increased lipid mobility. The perforated bilayers then further associate into multilamellar stacks. The value of q m corresponds to the characteristic length L m ϭ2/q m . At low T, L m is approximately the mean bicelle separation and at high T, the mean separation between the lamellae. Moreover, as the peak intensity I m increases, the peak full width at half maximum q decreases. In the case of the perforated lamellar phase the broadening of the scattering peak can be attributed to a number of factors, such as limited number of lamellae in a stack, bilayer fluctuations, defects in bilayers ͑e.g., perforations͒ and at domain boundaries, and a broad distribution of lamellar spacings as a result of kinetically trapped stacks. In addition, we focus on the evolution of peaks corresponding to the average bicelle separation and the first-order diffraction peak of the lamellar stack, respectively. Coexistence of the two structures, as well as convolution with the instrumental resolution, leads to a primary scattering feature that we approximate by a Gaussian distribution, I(q)ϭI m exp͓Ϫ(qϪq m ) 2 /2 q 2 ͔. The solid curves in Fig. 2 are fits with a constant background arising from homogeneous features and incoherent scattering.
The extent and quality of the lamellar stacking are measured by the peak intensity I m and peak width q . Figures 3  and 4 show the evolution, for various quenches, of I m and q , respectively. At 22.0°C ͑still within the disordered bicellar phase͒, I m and q are similar to those at 0°C. However, for quenches into the ordered lamellar region of the phase diagram ͓14͔, I m varies inversely with q , as can be seen by comparing Figs. 3 and 4 . Following a shallow quench (TϽ27°C), I m remains relatively constant for a short period of time before growing to a plateau, while q remains initially constant and then decays to a plateau at later t. The square of the final value q, f 2 as a function of T Ϫ1 ͑inset to Fig. 4͒ exhibits a sharp increase at T c ϭ23°C, the transition temperature. The first-order phase transitions typically occur via the nucleation and growth of a final stable phase from an initial metastable phase. The picture can be complicated by the presence of local minima in the free energy in which the system resides temporarily or becomes kinetically trapped. If the initial state of the fluid is not far removed from the final 
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equilibrium state ͑within the parameter space being measured͒, then it is reasonable to model the ordering process as a simple exponential relaxation, with the decay time arising from a combination of energetic and kinetic influences. We have thus fitted the late-time growth exhibited by I m (t) to the exponential relaxation I m (t)ϭI m (ϱ)͓1Ϫexp(Ϫ␣t)͔, where the fits in Fig. 3 assume an initial period of dormancy that coincides with the rapid coalescence of bicelles. The effective relaxation rate ␣ varies linearly with quench depth, defined as ⑀ϭ(TϪT c )/T c ͑inset to Fig. 3͒ , consistent with a global transition that is weakly first order.
The physical significance of the initial period of coalescence is better demonstrated in Fig. 5 , which shows L m (t) for several quenches. At shallow quenches, (TϽ27°C), L m decreases monotonically from around 180 Å to a constant value. For TϾ27°C, L m decreases initially to a minimum, and then increases to a plateau. The initial decrease occurs at an increasing rate as T increases. Above 35.0°C, the initial process is so rapid that L m reaches a minimum and begins to increase monotonically before the first measurement interval is complete. The inset to Fig. 5 shows the characteristic length of the system in the steady state L m, f (T) for both bicelle and lamellar phases. L m, f (T) has a minimum at T c , and increases away from the transition, resulting in an inverted '''' shape. In the lamellar phase, the plateau might reflect a kinetically arrested multidomain structure. With increased lipid mobility at larger values of ⑀, the lamellar domains can grow larger before the energy barrier associated with further swelling becomes too large to be overcome within the time scale in question ͑tens of minutes͒. Thus, at higher Ts the volume fraction of interdomain regions, where the excess water molecules reside, is smaller; stacks incorporate more water, resulting in a larger repeat spacing. On much longer time scales ͑hours to days͒, the smectic domains slowly grow to macroscopic dimensions that are easily resolved using polarized microscopy.
For a phenomenological model of the kinetics, we assume that the average characteristic length measured by SANS is L m (t)ϷL bi bi ϩL lam lam , where L bi and L lam are the bicelle and lamellar length scales, respectively, and bi (t) Ϸe ϪMt and lam (t)Ϸ1Ϫ bi (t) are the volume fractions of the bicellar and lamellar phases, respectively. The bicellar coalescence rate M is limited by lipid mobility. We assume the system is under steady state conditions when the lamellae cease to swell. This complex behavior can be modeled as- and L bi ͑inset to Fig. 5͒ . The resultant fit yielded Ϸ80 s and L 0 Ϸ135 Å. and L 0 are both independent of T, while M, the only adjustable parameter, is T dependent. The solid lines represent the best fit to the data ͑Fig. 5͒. From the T dependence of M, which varies from 1/M Ϸ137 s for the shallowest quench to 1/M Ϸ0.36 s for the deepest quench, a fit via M (T)ϭk 1 e k 2 ⑀ gives constants k 1 and k 2 of (5.5 Ϯ0.2)ϫ10 Ϫ3 s Ϫ1 and 84Ϯ2, respectively, suggesting that with increased quench depth, local chain melting speeds up considerably. Due to limited data and finite resolution at early times ͑up to 100 s͒, M is approximate for deep quenches. The assumption that is independent of quench depth, and hence, M is unrealistic as more than a zerothorder approximation, particularly since the ''swelling'' we describe here may be limited at the molecular scale by chain mobility and at the macroscale via the degree of defect pinning of the final steady state. Kinetic models of the isotropic-smectic transition have focused on the nucleation of smectic droplets near a fluctuation-induced first-order phase transition ͓18 -20͔. As a starting point, such models employ the phenomenological free-energy of Brazovskii ͓21͔. Recent observations of entropic isotropic-smectic transitions in rigid-rod suspensions ͓22͔, however, suggest that ordering may be initiated by the nucleation of tactoidal nematic droplets, with smectic layers then nucleating off of these metastable objects. Although more measurements are needed to further clarify the nature of the transient states observed here, it seems plausible that an analogous scenario might apply to the bicelle aggregates in question, as one can intuitively envision going from a disordered arrangement to a lamellar arrangement via an intermediate discotic nematic. Metastable intermediate structures were also observed in recent studies of the micelle-tovesicle transition in surfactant mixtures following a shear ͓7͔ or concentration quench ͓8,9͔. A somewhat similar multistep ordering was also observed in the depletion-driven crystallization exhibited by binary colloidal mixtures ͓23͔. The late time swelling of the lamellar spacing may be influenced by grain boundary pinning as a consequence of topological defects ͓24͔.
In summary, our data suggest a two-step ordering process by which bilayered micelles coalesce into perforated multibilayer stacks, which then swell into perforated extended lamellae. This scenario suggests that an intermediate, metastable bicelle-aggregate phase might play an important role in the kinetic pathway of the transition. Intermediate metastable states may in fact be ubiquitous in the kinetics of phase transitions ͓7-10͔. We thus hope that the present observations offer further insight into the nature of these nonequilibrium phenomena, particularly in the area of biomimetic systems whose functionality is highly dependent on the stability of complex phases.
